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The long non-coding RNA (LncRNA) antisense RNA in the INK4 locus (ANRIL) is

overexpressed in several cancers including breast cancer. To better understand the

role of ANRIL in breast cancer this study investigated where ANRIL was expressed in

breast tumors using in situ hybridization by RNAscope. Additional RNAscope assays

for IL6, CCL2, and POSTN were used to establish whether ANRIL correlated with

increased tumor promoting cytokines. Breast tumors with ANRIL over expressed from

real-time quantitative (RT-q) PCR assays were selected for analysis using RNAscope.

All tumors showed ANRIL expression in malignant cells, but amongst tumors ANRIL

showed different subcellular locations with 56% of tumors with ANRIL only in the nucleus,

16% with ANRIL only in the cytoplasm and 28% with ANRIL in both the nucleus and

cytoplasm. Cases with nuclear ANRIL were positively correlated with POSTN expression

in malignant cells (ρ = 0.57, P = 0.0086), and no correlation was found between

ANRIL and IL6 or CCL2. Reduced POSTN was also found using siRNA to ANRIL

in MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 breast cancer cells. These data indicate that ANRIL is

expressed in malignant breast cells, and suggest its subcellular location may indicate

its function in cancer progression.
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INTRODUCTION

Given that the progression of breast cancer is associated with poor prognosis, a better
understanding of breast cancer progression will better aid targeted patient management and
treatment (1). Long non-coding RNAs (LncRNAs) are generally defined as RNA molecules
longer than 200 nucleotides with no coding ability (2). They have been proposed to function in
multiple cancer pathways including promoting proliferation, migration, invasion, inflammation,
and metastasis (2, 3). One such regulatory LncRNA, ANRIL, spans over 126 kbp of genomic
sequence and three tumor suppressor genes encoded at 9p21 (4–6). In inflammatory conditions
including cardiovascular disease and ulcerative colitis ANRIL expression correlates with increased
expression of three pro-inflammatory cytokines IL6, CCL2, and POSTN (4, 7–10).

ANRIL is also over expressed in many cancers including breast (11–16), prostate (5), colorectal
(17), gastric (18), and brain (19). Amongst breast cancers multiple studies have found elevated
ANRIL in triple negative tumors (12, 14–16). Amongst this subtype,ANRILwas elevated in 25–40%
of cases, associated with a poorer prognosis, and was included as part of a three non-coding RNA
signature proposed for distinguishing triple negative breast cancer from other cancer types (15).
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Overexpression of ANRIL does occur in some estrogen receptor
(ER) and progesterone receptor (PR) positive breast cancers.
These include tumors from women that carried the minor allele
of the rs11515 polymorphism in the 3′ UTR of cyclin dependent
kinase inhibitor 2A (CDKN2A) that encodes both the p16INK4a

and p14ARF tumor suppressors (13). In addition to increased
ANRIL, breast tumors from those with the rs11515 minor allele
had reduced expression of p16INK4a offering one explanation of
how ANRIL could be contributing to breast cancer progression.
A role for ANRIL in promoting breast cancer proliferation was
also found when ANRIL was knocked down in breast cancer cell
lines and tumor xenografts (16).

Despite ANRIL being well-studied as a biomarker in breast
cancer, it is uncertain if ANRIL is expressed within tumors or
other cells that are part of the breast tumor microenvironment.
The subcellular localization of ANRIL and whether it correlates
with IL6, CCL2, and POSTN expression, found in other
conditions, in breast cancer is also unknown (4, 7–10). To
investigate this, we used RNAscope to examine the cell type
and the subcellular location containing ANRIL in breast tumors.
Whether ANRIL expression correlates with IL6, CCL2, and
POSTN in breast tumors was also investigated to provide
evidence of howANRILmay contribute to inflammation in breast
cancer (20–22).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Cohort
The study cohort consisted of 60 women diagnosed with
primary breast cancer who underwent surgery at Dunedin
hospital, New Zealand. Clinicopathological data for the cohort is
provided in Table 1. Blocks of formalin fixed paraffin embedded
material (FFPE) from breast tumor and separate blocks of
normal tissue adjacent to tumor tissue were available. Ethical
approval was obtained from the Lower South Regional Ethics
Committee, Ministry of Health, New Zealand (Ethics Committee
Approval LRS/10/09/035) and all participating women gave
written and informed consent for inclusion in the study. Standard
procedures including culturally appropriate tissue handling and
disposal protocols were followed. In addition to the breast
cohort, commercially available RNA (Takara Bio, Shiga, Japan)
supplied on dry ice and stored at −80◦C before use from a
variety of tumors and normal tissues were also quantified for
ANRIL expression. Breast cancers were separated into molecular
subtypes (Luminal A, Luminal B, Her 2 positive and triple
negative breast cancer) using immunohistochemical surrogates
for molecular classifications (23). The luminal A group were
classified as ER and PR (≥20%) positive, Her 2 negative and low
for Ki67 (<14%); Luminal B were classified as ER and PR (≥20%)
positive and high for Ki67 (≥14%), or ER positive with low PR
positive cells (<20%); Her 2 positive were all Her 2 positive
tumors; and the triple negative breast cancer were classified as
all tumors that were negative for ER, PR, and Her 2.

RNA Extraction
Sections (10 sections at 10µm) from FFPE breast tumor and
normal tissue adjacent to the tumor tissue blocks were subjected

TABLE 1 | Clinicopathological data for the breast cancer cohort used in this study.

Age at surgery years

(25–75th percentile)

60

(54.25–69.75)

Ethnicity

Maori 2 (3%)

European 54 (90%)

Other 4 (7%)

Lymph/vascular invasion present 18 (30%)

Metastases to lymph nodes

None 28 (47%)

1 node 15 (25%)

≥ 2 nodes 17 (28%)

Tumor subtype

Luminal A 23 (38%)

Luminal B 19 (32%)

Triple negative 7 (12%)

Her 2 positive tumors 11 (18%)

to RNA extraction using the RecoverAllTM Total Nucleic Acid
Isolation Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Eluted RNA was
subject to further purification using the RNA Clean-Up and
Concentration KitTM (Norgen Biotek, Thorold, ON, Canada)
and incubated at 70◦C for 20min immediately prior to cDNA
synthesis (24). High Capacity RNA-to-cDNA Kit (ThermoFisher
Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) was used to convert total RNA to
cDNA according to the manufacturer’s protocol.

Quantification of ANRIL Using TaqMan
Assays
Quantification of ANRIL (assay ID Hs01390879_m1) was
performed using the Applied Biosystems TaqMan Non-Coding
RNA Assay (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA)
with hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT) and
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) assays
(IDs Hs99999909_m1 and Hs03929097_g, respectively) included
as reference genes. Gene expression was quantified in triplicate
from single cDNA preparations using the LightCycler 480
(LC480) qPCR machine (Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Relative
gene expression was calculated using double delta Ct (11CT)
method and qbase+ software (25).

RNAscope in situ Hybridization
RNAscope 2.5 HD Assay-BROWN manual kitTM (Advanced
Cell Diagnostics, Newark, CA, USA) was used to measure
ANRIL (Hs-CDKN2B-AS1), IL-6 (Hs-IL6), CCL2 (Hs-CCL2),
and POSTN (Hs-POSTN) on FFPE tissue sections. Positive
(Ubiquitin C, UBC) and negative control (the bacterial gene
DapB) probes were performed on serial tissue sections. Tissue
blocks were sectioned at 4µm thickness and mounted onto Leica
BONDTM Plus Slides (Leica Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany).
The assays were performed using the manufacturer’s protocol.
Stained slides were scanned into the Aperio Scanscope CS digital
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pathology system slide scanner under 400x magnification (Leica
Biosystems, Wetzlar, Germany). The number of dots per cell and
the number of positive cells were calculated to provide a score
to evaluate the amount of staining present. Expression of ANRIL
was scored 0–3 as outlined below. A score of 0 (no staining or<1
dot in a total of ten cells), 1 (1–3 dots per cell with <20% of cells
per high powered field (hpf, at x400 magnification) positive), 2
(4–9 dots per cell in at least 20% of cells positive or >20% of cells
per hpf with at least 1 dot per cell), 3 (>10 dots per cell and at
least 20% of cells positive per hpf or >40% of cells with at least 1
dot per cell). For the correlation between ANRIL and POSTN the
average amount of dots per 200 malignant cells were calculated
from the average of three fields with 200 cells per field counted.
Small clusters of staining were considered to contain ten dots and
large clusters 20 dots.

RNAscope was also performed on MCF7 cells treated with
siRNA toward ANRIL or a control siRNA. Cells from 6
well-plates were combined and made into a cell clot using
HistoGelTM specimen processing gel (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
Massachusetts, USA). Cell clots were fixed in 10% neutral
buffered formaldehyde overnight, and processed into paraffin
wax. Cell clot sections (5µm) were subjected to RNAscope
for ANRIL, POSTN, FBXO18, TERC, PPIB, UBC, and DapB
according to the manufacturer’s instructions for cells. Cells were
imaged using a (Zeiss LSM510; Carl Zeiss, Thornwood, NY,
USA), and images were analyzed by Zeiss LSM Image Examiner
software version 3.2.0.115 (Carl Zeiss), or imaged using the
Aperio Scanscope CS digital pathology system.

Cell Culture
MCF7 and MDA-MB-231 cell lines (American Type Culture
Collection, ATCC) were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle
Medium (DMEM) from Life Technologies (Gibco BRL, Grand
Island, NY, USA) and supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum
(FBS) in a 37◦C humidified incubator at 5% CO2.

siRNA
Cells were transfected with Lincode Human CDKN2B-AS1 (R-
188105-00-0005) siRNA; Dharmacon, Chicago, IL, USA) using
Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, Burlington, ON, Canada). ON-
Target plus Non-targeting Pool (D-001810-10-05) was used as
a negative control as suggested by the manufacturer. siRNAs
were transfected at a final concentration of 5 or 10 nM using
Lipofectamine RNAiMax (Invitrogen). The siRNA and RNAiMax
were combined in additional culture media and the resulting
lipoplexes were added to the wells with a total of 1 × 104

cells/2mL for overnight transfection. After 24 h the cultured
media was replaced with fresh media and finally harvested at 48 h
in total. Each experiment was performed at least in triplicate.
ANRIL knockdown was verified by real-time RT-PCR using
GAPDH and HPRT as reference genes and tested for ANRIL and
POSTN expression as detailed elsewhere.

Cytotoxicity Assay
Cells were seeded at a concentration of 1 × 105 cells/mL
into a 96-well plate and assayed using the Vybrant MTT Cell

Proliferation Assay kit (ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, MA,
USA) following the manufacturer’s protocol for adherent cells.

Statistical Analysis
Student’s t test (two tailed) was used to compare two
groups, one- way ANOVA for multiple comparisons was
used to compare more than two groups, and Pairwise
Spearman correlation was performed between ANRIL
and POSTN expression using GraphPad Prism7 software
(California, USA). A P value < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

ANRIL Is Expressed Within Malignant Cells
in Different Subcellular Localizations in
Breast Tumors
To determine where ANRIL was located in breast tumors we
first determined the expression of ANRIL in 60 breast tumors,
and other tissues from a commercially available source using RT-
qPCR. Expression of ANRIL was found in all tissues in varying
amounts being lowest in lung cancer, kidney, lymph node, and
smooth muscle and highest in spleen, thymus, pituitary gland,
stomach cancer and leukemia (Figures 1A,B). The presence
of ANRIL mRNA in a wide variety of tissues including
hemopoietic tissues suggested ANRIL could be expressed in
both tumor cells and the tumor microenvironment. In breast
tumors ANRIL was increased in RNA extracted from tumor
tissue compared to the patient-matched normal tissue adjacent
to the tumor ANRIL (Figure 1C, P = 0.0037). An analysis
of ANRIL based on breast tumor subtypes compared to
the normal associated tissues showed ANRIL was increased
in Luminal A (Figure 1D, P = 0.0017) and Luminal B
(Figure 1D, P = 0.0008) tumors compared to the normal
associated tissue. Although the highest average expression of
ANRIL was found in triple negative tumors, there was no
significant difference in ANRIL when compared to the normal
associated tissue. A comparison of ANRIL amongst tumor
tissues showed that ANRIL was increased in triple negative
tumors compared to Luminal A (P = 0.011) and B (P =

0.027) with no significance found compared to Her 2 positive
tumors (P = 0.35).

To determine the cell type responsible for ANRIL expression
in breast tumors, 25 cases with sufficient tissue available and
those with ANRIL expressed >2.5-fold compared to the mean
expression of the house keeping genes were selected and
subjected to analyses using RNAscope. Cases included 5 Luminal
A, 8 Luminal B, 4 triple negative, and 8 Her 2 positive tumors.
Tissue sections were first assessed using a positive control probe
for UBC to check for sufficient RNA quality and sequential
sections stained forANRIL and a negative control probe. All cases
showed strong staining for UBC and variable amounts of ANRIL
staining that was absent in the negative control. All cases showed
the majority of ANRIL expression in malignant epithelial cells
with no expression identified in normal mammary epithelium in
the same section. In fifteen (60%) cases, scattered non-malignant
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FIGURE 1 | Relative ANRIL expression levels in various normal and cancer tissues including primary breast cancer. (A) RT-qPCR results from normal commercially

available tissues showed a range of ANRIL expression levels suggesting ANRIL could be expressed as part of the tumor micro environment. (B) RT-qPCR results from

cancerous commercially available tissues showed a range of ANRIL expression levels. Data represented as mean ± SEM for four replicates of each sample. (C) Line

plot showing higher ANRIL levels in breast cancer tissue compared to the matched normal tissue adjacent to the tumor (NAT) from 60 breast cancer patients

measured from RT-qPCR assays. ANRIL in tumors was significantly higher than NAT (**P < 0.01). (D) Profile of ANRIL expression amongst different tumor subtypes

showed in Luminal A and Luminal B tumors ANRIL was increased in tumors compared to NAT (***P < 0.001). Data represented as mean ± SD for three replicates of

each sample. All RT-qPCR normalized to GAPDH and HPRT.

cells were also positive for ANRIL and included endothelial cells
(1–9 dots in positive cells and up to three cells positive focally)
and other stromal cells (3–9 dots positive in individual cells).
The RNAscope assay revealed different cellular localization for
ANRIL (Figure 2) in malignant cells with staining in the nucleus
(Figure 2A) and cytoplasm (Figure 2B). The majority of cases
had ANRIL only in the nucleus (n = 14, 56% and Figure 2A top
panel), 28% of cases had staining in the nucleus and outside of
the nucleus (n= 7), and 16% of cases hadANRIL staining outside
of the nucleus (n = 4, and Figure 2C). Although the number of

tumors in individual tumor subtypes were limited. The majority

of Luminal A and Her 2 and all triple negative breast tumors had
ANRIL only in the nucleus. Luminal B tumors showed more of a

mixed location for ANRIL with one third of tumors with ANRIL

in the nucleus, one third withANRIL outside the nucleus and one
third with ANRIL in both the nucleus and outside the nucleus.

Overall these findings suggest ANRIL was largely present
in malignant cells and its presence inside and outside of the
nucleus suggests ANRIL is heterogeneously located amongst
breast tumors.

ANRIL Correlated With POSTN in
Malignant Breast Cells
To determine if malignant cells that expressed ANRIL also
expressed CCL2, IL6 or POSTN, the RNAscope analyses were
extended to include each cytokine and the areas with ANRIL
staining were correlated with the other markers. Only one tumor
had IL6 staining in malignant cells with ANRIL staining and
no cases showed CCL2 staining in cells with ANRIL. Areas with
ANRIL positivity in malignant cells also showed POSTN staining
(Figure 3A). An analysis including all ANRIL positive tumors
found no correlation between ANRIL and POSTN (Figure 3B,
left panel); however, a positive correlation was found when only
tumors with nuclear staining were included (Figure 3B, right
panel). These results suggest in breast tumors nuclear ANRIL is
correlated with POSTN expression.

ANRIL Correlated With POSTN in Breast
Cell Lines
To test the correlation between ANRIL and POSTN found in
breast tumors siRNA was used to knockdown ANRIL levels
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FIGURE 2 | The localization of ANRIL in breast tumors using RNAscope in situ hybridization. Using RNAscope different subcellular localizations of ANRIL were

revealed in breast tumors. (A) Left panel, Nuclear ANRIL (brown dots) in malignant cells; Middle panel, the negative control DapB; and Right panel, the positive control

UBC. (B) Top left panel, Non-nuclear ANRIL (brown dots) in malignant cells; Top right, hematoxylin and eosin staining showing cellular morphology confirming

presence of malignant cells; Bottom left, the positive control UBC; Bottom right, the negative control DapB. Magnification x400. (C) Summary of the ANRIL RNAscope

assay results across all breast tumors analyze including the subcellular localization of the staining. The amount of staining was semi quantified using a score based on

the number of positive dots and the number of positive cells (0 lowest-3 highest staining). (D) Summary of the ANRIL location results across all breast tumor subtypes.

in two breast cancer cell lines and the effect on POSTN
expression measured using RT-qPCR. Two cell lines were
selected MDA-MB-231 and MCF7 cells that expressed ANRIL

(26) In both cell lines ANRIL was knocked down relative
to cells treated with the negative control siRNA (Figure 4A).
Cells with reduced ANRIL also had reduced POSTN expression
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FIGURE 3 | The correlation between POSTN and ANRIL in breast tumors using RNAscope in situ hybridization. (A) Using RNAscope POSTN was expressed in the

malignant and stroma (top panel) or the stroma only (bottom panel) in breast tumors. Images at the same magnification but enlarged are shown to the right to better

illustrate positively stained cells. (B) Scatter plot illustrating ANRIL and POSTN expression in malignant cells. Spearman’s correlation coefficient (ρ) between ANRIL and

POSTN revealed no association when all ANRIL expressing tumors were included in the analysis (left panel), but a significant correlation when cytoplasmic only

expressing tumors were excluded (right panel).

(Figure 4B). The MTT assay showed no significance difference
between MCF7 cells treated with siANRIL and those treated with
the control siRNA (Figure 4C). MCF7 cells treated with siRNA
for ANRIL and the negative control siRNA were also investigated
using RNAscope. There was no difference in expression of genes
not expected to be affected by ANRIL (PPIB, FBXO18 and
TERC) in MCF7 cells treated with the siANRIL compared to
those treated with the control siRNA (Figure 4D). However,
RNAscope for ANRIL and POSTN showed that although ANRIL
and POSTN expression were low in cells treated with the
negative control siRNA it was further reduced in cells treated
with siRNA for ANRIL (Figure 5), consistent with the findings
using RT-qPCR.

DISCUSSION

ANRIL is a LncRNA recently found to be elevated in a

range of cancers including breast cancer. In this study, we
applied an in situ analysis and identified ANRIL largely

localized to malignant cells with heterogeneity in its subcellular

location. The correlation between POSTN and ANRIL was
found when only tumors with nuclear ANRIL were included,
suggesting the subcellular localization of ANRIL will be
important in determining the potential effects of ANRIL toward
cancer progression.

Further support toward ANRIL being a potential biomarker
for breast cancer was evident with elevated ANRIL in the tumor
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FIGURE 4 | Continued
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FIGURE 4 | siRNA toward ANRIL in breast cancer cell lines is associated with reduced POSTN expression using RT-qPCR. (A) Breast cancer cell lines MCF7 and

MDA-MB-231 were treated with siRNAs toward ANRIL or a negative control at two different concentrations. (B) Cells treated with siRNA toward ANRIL or the negative

control were also measured for POSTN. All RT-qPCRs were normalized to GAPDH and HPRT and results expressed relative to expression found in untreated cells. (C)

The MTT assay was performed on MCF7 cells to identify if siANRIL affected cell proliferation; no significance differences were found. (D) MCF7 cells were treated with

siRNAs toward ANRIL or a negative control siRNA (control siRNA) at 10 nM, cells harvested, fixed, and processed into paraffin wax. Cell sections were subjected to

RNAscope for genes not expected to be affected by siANRIL (PPIB, FBXO18, and TERC). No difference in positive staining (brown dots) was found in cells treated

with the control siRNA compared to those treated with siANRIL. Scale bar, 25µm taken at 400x magnification. Data represented as mean ± SD for at least three

replicates of each sample. Boxed insert siRNA for PPIB and FBXO18 experiments.

FIGURE 5 | Reduced POSTN in MCF7 cells treated with siRNA toward ANRIL using RNAscope. The breast cancer cell line MCF7 was treated with siRNAs toward

ANRIL or a negative control siRNA (control siRNA) at 10 nM, cells harvested, fixed, and processed into paraffin wax. Cell sections were subjected to RNAscope for

ANRIL, POSTN, and UBC. Increased positive staining (brown dots) for ANRIL and POSTN was found in cells treated with the control siRNA. Scale bar, 20µm taken at

1000x magnification under oil.

compared to the normal adjacent tissue. Elevated ANRIL is most
commonly found in triple negative breast tumors (12, 14, 16).
The finding of elevated ANRIL in the tumor when compared
to normal adjacent tissue from the same donor irrespective
of the subtype suggests ANRIL may be more universally
increased in breast cancer, but the highest levels occur in triple
negative tumors. Finding ANRIL predominately in malignant
cells provides further support toward ANRIL being a biomarker
in breast cancer.

ANRIL may contribute to the tumor microenvironment by
supplying a protein that remodels the extracellular matrix,
promoting metastasis (27). A correlation between ANRIL and
POSTN has been found in an investigation of genetic risk
for cardiovascular disease (10). Periostin induces many other

cancer promoting abilities when administered to various cell
lines (27). The finding of nuclear but not cytoplasmic ANRIL
associated with POSTN is consistent with different functions
of ANRIL. One of the best-known mechanisms for ANRIL is
gene silencing via epigenetic regulation involving recruiting and
binding to the components of polycomb group of transcriptional
repressor proteins (PcG), namely, PRC1 and PRC2 (14). Using
chromatin fractionation, although not exclusively for ANRIL
Ray et al. (28) found a number of lncRNAs involved in PcG
biology to be primarily localized to the nucleus (28), and in a
second study nuclear extracts of prostate cancer cells showed
ANRIL association with CBX7 protein a member of the PRC1
complex (5). The tumormicroenvironment may increaseANRIL.
In fibroblast and osteosarcoma cell lines, ANRIL levels rise in
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response to a variety of DNA damaging agents via an ATM-
induced E2F1 transcription-mediated pathway (29) and ANRIL
contributes to pro-inflammatory cytokine expression by binding
to YingYang-1 (YY1) in response to NFκB signaling (8). POSTN
is regulated by YY1, so it is possible that periostin may be
an additional cytokine to IL6/8 regulated by the YY1/ANRIL
complex (30). Considering periostin is commonly produced by
stromal cells the relevance of the contribution from malignant
cells is unclear. In breast cancer POSTN was elevated in
malignant cells and associated with poorer patient progression
free and overall survival (31). In a second study POSTN was
associated with a poorer prognosis in triple negative tumors (32).
However, in other studies POSTN in stromal cells was thought to
be important in breast cancer progression (32, 33).

The subcellular localization of ANRIL between breast tumors
was heterogeneous. In an extensive survey of 61 LncRNA that
included ANRIL in three cell lines revealed that individual
LcRNAs showed cell-to-cell variability further extending the
benefits of visualization LcRNAs directly (34). In cancer cell
lines ANRIL was located in the nucleus with one or two large
foci (34, 35) or in both the nucleus or cytoplasmic fraction
(36). In non-transformed cells human umbilical vein endothelial
cells (HUVEC) and normal lung tissue ANRIL was present in
the nucleus and cytoplasm including perinuclear cytoplasmic
staining (37, 38). Different isoforms of ANRIL exist, linear (exons
1–3, 15–20) or circular (exons 4–14) forms (39). In melanoma
cell lines, linear isoforms of ANRIL were specifically found to
be enriched in the nucleus and circular isoforms enriched in the
cytoplasmic (36). TheANRIL probe designed by RNAscope spans
from base pairs 9-1252 (exons 1–6) spanning exons in both the
linear and cytoplasmic isoforms, thus the different subcellular
localization found in breast tumors may reflect different isoforms
being present.

CONCLUSION

This study highlights that ANRIL exists in different subcellular
locations in breast tumors, which may affect its functionality,

for example whether nuclear ANRIL is associated with increased
POSTN expression in malignant epithelial cells.
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